Key Deepwater Drilling Considerations

IDEAS is pleased to announce the upgrade of its Deepwater Drilling Course in order for Operators and Drilling Contractors to minimise the risk of expensive well failures and NPT which is crucial in today's low oil price environment. The course covers those areas which are critical to the success of Deepwater exploration wells, appraisal wells and development wells, drawing on IDEAS' Deepwater experience ranging from the Atlantic to South-east Asia.

Our newly upgraded Deepwater Manual, which accompanies our course material, has been neatly and clearly divided into sixteen sections, which covers those key points which are essential for success in the areas of planning, drilling contractor and service company integration, DWOP exercises, drilling operations and technical limit.

With clear graphics and artwork, this manual and course is a must for anyone involved in Deepwater Operations. Our new course can also be re-constructed for bespoke, specific wells and projects, and we are able to cover Case Histories which portray both excellent successes and failures. We are also able to integrate operators, drilling contractors and service companies such that common alignment contributes significantly to drilling success.